SMC Board of Regents approves divestment plans

By ELLYN MASTAKO
Senior Staff Reporter

The Board of Regents of Saint Mary's College, at its meeting on April 19, approved an investment policy which incorporates a section on ethical and social responsibility for security ownership.

The issue of divestment was brought before the Board as a result of a petition calling for the College to divest, signed by more than 900 students last week, and a vote by the faculty assembly to recommend that the College divest. In addition, the Board approved a policy statement on investment in South Africa which is the first formal statement by Saint Mary's regarding the issue of South African investments.

Although Saint Mary's endowment is currently listed to be $20 million, only a relatively small portion of that endowment is involved in these South African companies, according to reports.

Saint Mary's College President William Hickey said, "The issue of apartheid is complex and commands our attention. Apartheid is an unjust system which brutally oppresses non-white peoples and disenfranchises the majority of people in South Africa. Good and honest people disagree about the most effective means for bringing about change in what we all agree is an evil system."

"It is the Board's considered judgment that the policy of selective investment represents the most effective way of witnessing to our convictions.

Saint Mary's new investment policy states that "all common stocks, held by the College, of all companies doing business in South Africa that have not signed the Sullivan Principles shall be sold within the next 30 days and management shall be advised of the reasons for the sale."

The Sullivan Principles are a set of rules devised by an American priest concerning the equality of treatment of all races in the workplace.

see DIVEST, page 4

Hurley comes back to visit ND

By BETH CORNWELL
Staff reporter

Kevin Hurley, the Notre Dame student who was injured in a hit-and-run driver while crossing U.S. 31-33 last September 7, will be arriving with his parents this afternoon to spend An Tostal weekend at Notre Dame.

Since last December, Hurley has been undergoing rehabilitation at the Greeneway Center in Massachusetts. His entire family will arrive at Michiana Regional Airport as 2:37 p.m. according to senior Bill Hurley.

While serving as Student Body President, Healy organized that student support of Hurley's convalescence. "We really wanted to make sure that we could get a lot of student out to meet the plane. It would be great to pump Kevin up for his visit like that," Healy said.

According to Kevin's father, Richard Hurley, the family has been hoping to make the trip for several months, but only finalized their plans two weeks ago.

"We had no idea that this weekend was a special one for the University. We just wanted to see some folks, and we knew that there would be a lot of folks who wanted to see Kevin," Richard Hurley said. "We have to try to play it by ear, see what Kevin's up for. We want him to talk with Dr. (Emil) Hofman, (Vice- President for Student Affairs) Father (David) Tyson, (Rector of Howard Hall) Father (Gene) Consoli, and Bill Holy. Mostly, we just want to psych him up even more that he already is."

You know, he just got his temporary prosthetics yesterday. Yesterday he took one step and today he took a couple more. We're not bringing it with us, though. For now, that's just for therapy."

According to Healy, the biggest event planned for the visit will be a Mass in Sacred Heart Church on Sunday at 4:00.

"The Mass honoring Kevin is really the biggest deal that we've got planned. We're also hoping that, pending on his physical condition, we can have him attend the Blue-Gold game pep rally. He might be kind of overwhelmed by all the people, but it would be great if we could just get him down on the sidelines to see all the action," Healy said.

South Africa repeals 'influx control' laws

Associated Press

Johannesburg, South Africa President P.W. Botha said yesterday that lifting pass laws for blacks means "a new era of freedom" for this troubled land, but critics claim a tough new security law undermines the reform.

On Wednesday the white government suspended enforcement of laws restricting the movements of blacks and introduced legislation to repeal them, but also proposed giving police greater powers in designated unrest areas.

Leaders of the United Democratic Front, the coalition against apartheid, said the proposed security law will give the law and order minister "almost dictatorial powers" and urged blacks to form self-defense committees.

Botha said in a full-page advertisement published in several major newspapers that his government had confined its detractors by delivering on a pledge to abolish the pass laws. The hated regulations, officially called influx control, have been cornerstones of apartheid. They severely restrict where blacks can travel, live and work.

Botha's new policy will allow blacks to live wherever they can find an approved site, but residential areas still will be segregated. "Rural blacks still may not be able to move to the cities because little housing is available in urban black areas."

"The pass laws have gone," Botha said. "The princes are emptied of the victims of this unhappy system. No South African will ever suffer the indignity of arrest for a pass offense again."

The new South Africa will be a land where all decent people can sleep with their doors open. A land where we can look each other in the

see BOTHA, page 5
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11 Saint Mary's students in Rome come back early

By TRIPP BALTZ
and ROB HENNIG
News Staff

Some students in the Saint Mary's Rome program have come home early, according to Assistant Professor Peter Checca, campus director of the program.

"The students . . . have been given the option (that) if they want to come home, they can come home," Checca said.

11 students flew into New York Wednesday and 30 are remaining in Rome, according to Portia Spano, director of the program. Checca said the program "will continue as scheduled." The semester will end on May 9.

Checca said he called the parents of the students to tell them the policy the College is adopting on their return. This policy was made in consultation with Acting Vice President Dorothy Feigl and Spano.

Feigl said parents of the students watched news broadcasts of the developments in Libya and Europe over the last few weeks and became concerned about their students to tell them the decision on their own best judgment, Feigl said. The College would "do everything in its power to make it difficult for returning students," Feigl added.

"My expectations are that students who see close will probably be administered their exams here, while those who are away will take theirs under proctors in their area," Feigl said. No decision has been made yet on how the returning students will complete final work in their classes.

"These students will get credit (for their classes)," she added.

Feigl said parents of the students will be a special one for Kevin Hurley, the Notre Dame student who was injured in a hit-and-run driver while crossing U.S. 31-33 last September 7, will be arriving with his parents this afternoon to spend An Tostal weekend at Notre Dame.

Since last December, Hurley has been undergoing rehabilitation at the Greeneway Center in Massachusetts. According to Healy, the big event planned for the visit will be a Mass in Sacred Heart Church on Sunday at 4:00.

"The Mass honoring Kevin is really the biggest deal that we've got planned. We're also hoping that, pending on his physical condition, we can have him attend the Blue-Gold game pep rally. He might be kind of overwhelmed by all the people, but it would be great if we could just get him down on the sidelines to see all the action," Healy said.

Kevin Hurley

Kevin Hurley was one of the few people who wanted to see Kevin," Richard Hurley said. "We have to try to play it by ear, see what Kevin's up for. We want him to talk with Dr. (Emil) Hofman, (Vice-President for Student Affairs) Father (David) Tyson, (Rector of Howard Hall) Father (Gene) Consoli, and Bill Holy. Mostly, we just want to psych him up even more that he already is."

"You know, he just got his temporary prosthetics yesterday. Yesterday he took one step and today he took a couple more. We're not bringing it with us, though. For now, that's just for therapy."

According to Healy, the biggest event planned for the visit will be a Mass in Sacred Heart Church on Sunday at 4:00.

"The Mass honoring Kevin is really the biggest deal that we've got planned. We're also hoping that, pending on his physical condition, we can have him attend the Blue-Gold game pep rally. He might be kind of overwhelmed by all the people, but it would be great if we could just get him down on the sidelines to see all the action," Healy said.

South Africa repeals 'influx control' laws

Associated Press

Johannesburg, South Africa President P.W. Botha said yesterday that lifting pass laws for blacks means "a new era of freedom" for this troubled land, but critics claim a tough new security law undermines the reform.

On Wednesday the white government suspended enforcement of laws restricting the movements of blacks and introduced legislation to repeal them, but also proposed giving police greater powers in designated unrest areas.

Leaders of the United Democratic Front, the coalition against apartheid, said the proposed security law will give the law and order minister "almost dictatorial powers" and urged blacks to form self-defense committees.

Botha said in a full-page advertisement published in several major newspapers that his government had confined its detractors by delivering on a pledge to abolish the pass laws. The hated regulations, officially called influx control, have been cornerstones of apartheid. They severely restrict where blacks can travel, live and work.

Botha's new policy will allow blacks to live wherever they can find an approved site, but residential areas still will be segregated. "Rural blacks still may not be able to move to the cities because little housing is available in urban black areas."

"The pass laws have gone," Botha said. "The princes are emptied of the victims of this unhappy system. No South African will ever suffer the indignity of arrest for a pass offense again."

The new South Africa will be a land where all decent people can sleep with their doors open. A land where we can look each other in the
In Brief

The Satanic Horse? Church members singing "Oh, how I love you" to lured record albums, cassettes, and other rock and country music paraphernalia after attending a seminar in which an evangelist said the "Mr. Ed" television theme conveys a satanic message to unwary listeners. Jim Brown, an evangelist at Psalm 150 in South Point, said the Mr. Ed theme exots Satan when the record is played backwards. "A horse is a horse" contains the backward message "the source is Satan" and "someone using this song for Satan," Brown said during the seminar at the First Church of the Nazarene in Ironwood, Ohio. - AP

Two Mellon Fellowships in the Humanities were awarded to Barbara Rodriguez, a senior English major from El Paso, Texas and James Lewis, a senior philosophy major from South Bend. Selected from 1,485 candidates, Rodriguez and Lewis were among 123 American and Canadian students to receive an $8,500 cash stipend for postgraduate study. - The Observer

Father Edmund Joyce, Notre Dame executive vice president and treasurer since 1952, will be awarded the "Helping Hands Award" by Hospice of St. Joseph County, Inc. at a June 3 dinner. The annual award is given to a member of the Michiana community for outstanding community service. - The Observer

Brigitte Bardot, the former French movie star, went to bat for turtle-doves Tuesday as part of her continuing campaign for animal rights. Bardot met with French Interior Minister Charles Pasqua on what she said was to assure Bardot that a pending law to protect turtle-doves and plovers from hunters in the Medoc region of France would be enforced as planned in May. Bardot, 51, has spent much of the past 10 years as an avid animal rights activist. - AP

GPA or lottery system: Dorms should consider both

As the year draws to a close, returning students at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's are forced to take care of a few procedural affairs before flying free for the summer. One of these is making dorm room picks. With it comes a perennial argument among residents of dorms having different room pick policies.

During the next few weeks, returning students on campus will have the opportunity to select a room pick during the process of choosing the best room for juniors-to-be, who are next to pick, the seniors-to-be are next, and the incoming freshmen are stuck with the leftovers. There seems to be a broad consensus in adhering to this system. But from this point on, agreement breaks down.

Most of the dorms follow a random lottery system for choosing who will get preference in room picks. These dorms receive a computer-generated sheet from the Office of Student Residences listing students' names in random order. Those who are at the top of the list are lucky; they will be picking first in their class. Those rounding out the bottom of the list may be forced to make a lucky friend fast.

There are two dorms, Grace and Pangborn, that do not pick by random lottery. Instead, room picks are determined by GPA. The seniors-to-be with the highest cumulative GPA picks first and so on down the line.

As a Grace Hall resident, I have been involved in extremely heated arguments with friends from other dorms. What I have found is that both ways of picking rooms had avid supporters, and almost everyone takes sides on which you think is better. Each field has a few arguments for and against both systems.

- Proponents of random-selection stress that their system is fairer. They say that a GPA selection puts undue emphasis on grades. As if the pressures here to perform well academically weren't as great as it is, they add, the extra pressure of having to pick a room to one's grades just doesn't give everyone a fair shake. Director of Student Residences Caryl C. Bowler stated, "I really think that the random lottery is the fairest system." The students with a low GPA maybe are to blame.

- A random selection is an impartial way to choose rooms: everyone has an equal shot at getting a "good" room. Choosing rooms by GPA, on the other hand, gives everyone a chance to earn their room pick. This does not rely on a random or impartial computer to spew out names to determine where to live. Instead, each student has a stake in the process and controls the system.

- A GPA-based selection system is biased toward students enrolled in "easy" colleges, some believe. A business major has a better chance to get an "A," it seems, than a chemical engineering major. While this seems hard for me to accept, it has validity. Students enrolled in the College of Engineering tend to receive lower grades than students in other colleges. In this sense, the GPA selection process works to the disadvantage of those in engineering and possibly any field of study.

Advocates of selection also state that this unfairness in GPA selection comes off as a punishment for those who can't cut it. GPA proponents stress that a room pick should be thought of as a reward, and thus, a good room is more incentive to achieve good grades.

One thing is sure: whatever system is employed should be approved by the dorm on a regular basis. Living in Grace Hall for three years, I believe in the system of GPA selection. The last two years the dorm residents voted overwhelmingly to continue its present policy. This year, however, Grace Hall neglected to vote on the issue. Hopefully, other dorms will reconsider their own policies periodically. The particular selection process should reflect the opinion of the residents of the hall; traditions should not be forced upon anyone.
RAST A plans benefit week of cultural enlightenment

By MARA SMITH
News Staff

A Reggae concert will highlight a week-long series of events sponsored by RAST A, Rally Against Starvation, to increase awareness of the ongoing hunger crisis in many African countries, according to RAST A president Cathyanne Reynolds.

RAST A encourages "internalization" of African issues rather than more "sympathy" for the victims, according to Reynolds. "I think that RAST A is trying to achieve an impact on the local community which internalizes the issues of Africa and the crisis rather than just sympathize with the African people," she said.

In sponsoring culture-related events, RAST A attempts to both increase the local community's appreciation of the African culture and raise money to aid the African people in their struggle with famine.

"The easiest way to internalize things is to take part," Reynolds said.

Highlighting this coming week's events is a Reggae concert scheduled for Saturday, May 3, from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. at Stepan Center. Dalil will head the performance and will be joined by the Pat Giblin Band and the Bulldogs' Blues Band. Tickets are $5 and will be on sale at the dining halls and at the other RAST A sponsored events, according to Kevin Ledley, producer of the concert.

Dalil recently released an album called "Land of Genesis." The album was produced by Rita Marley, the widow of Reggae performer Bob Marley.

RASTA organizes the concert annually to give the local community a sense of the African spirit portrayed in the lyrics of Reggae music. According to Ledley, RASTA is concerned with the preservation of the African culture as well as the current famine.

"It's more than a hunger problem," said Ledley. "There is a culture we are trying to save.

In addition to the concert, other events will take place this weekend, starting at 8 p.m. tonight at Lee's Ribs with an all you can drink special for $4.

Monday's events will include "Rasta Java," which will take place outside the Center for Social Concerns from 8 p.m. to midnight. Mugs will be sold and can be filled for free coffee throughout the night. Students will also have the opportunity to join their musical talents in an open jam session.

The New Age Mothers and the African Dream will perform Wednesday at Saint Mary's from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on the terrace at Haggan Student Center.

On Thursday, students will play Reggae music at the Fieldhouse Mall from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., and a RAST A sponsored event will display "things is to take part," Reynolds said.

Proceeds from the week's events will be divided between two organizations dedicated to maintaining African culture in long-term development programs. RAST A members have conducted extensive research in choosing Os-fam and CODEL as the beneficiaries of this year's proceeds.

Under the CODEL program, money from the RASTA proceeds will go towards researching and implementing a development program for an African community, giving the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's community the opportunity to see the results of its efforts.

This program also allows the local community to be involved with the African community for more than just one week.

Rome continued from page 1

concerned for their children. She said the parents called them and the College "to ask what was happening.

"The operations on the (Rome) campus are going on as you would expect it," Feigl added. In addition to the regular functioning of the Saint Mary's program, Feigl said programs of other schools are also remaining, although some students are choosing to return. "There are 40 American university programs in Italy, and not one of them has found the situation too difficult to move out," said Spagna. "If the students were to be in any danger, we would, of course, slow down the program," Checchi added.

None of the Notre Dame foreign study programs in Europe and the Middle East are returning or giving their students the option to return, according to Assistant Provost Isabel Charles, director of the University's programs. "Our own are not returning at this point," she said. However, a field trip to Sicily for the Rome Architecture Program was cancelled, according to Alice Wesoloski, administrative assistant at the Architecture Department.

"We've heard of no problems at all," Charles said. She added that the directors of the programs in Cairo and Jerusalem have said the situations there are "very peaceful."

"There is some anti-American sentiment," she said, but added, "the directors have counseled the students not to travel to the main cities in this period and to keep a low profile.

"Students are aware that there is a possibility of problems," said Mary Davidson, admissions officer for American University in Cairo. The school said the Rome program, which is American University, was not being returned to.

Davidson said "things are still the same, but can change at any minute" at the Rome Architecture Program.
Divest
continued from page 1
They make a commitment for the
businesses to:
Use their influence and support
the unrestricted rights of black
businesses to locate in urban
areas of the nation.
Influence other companies in
South Africa to follow the stan-
dards of equal rights principles.
Support the freedom of mobility
of black workers to seek employ-
ment opportunities wherever they
exist.
Support the rescission of all
apartheid laws.
The policy continues, "No in-
vestments in the common stock
debt securities of any financial in-
titution currently making loans to
the government of South Africa
will be purchased. None are
presently held in the fund."
The third part of the new invest-
ment policy states that, "For the
present, the College will continue
to hold securities of signatories of
the amplified Sullivan Principles
so that the College may show support
for those companies that are trying
to improve conditions in South
Africa. The Regents will continue
to monitor these companies for
performance."
According to Hickey, "Following
many hours of deliberation and
debate, the Regents approved the
new policy. In arriving at this posi-
tion, the Regents emphasized the
need to conduct a continued review
of the College's policy on invest-
ment in South Africa."
Peacemakers, a campus group
dedicated to addressing issues of
social injustice, was a major force
behind the petition and faculty
resolution.
"My personal reaction to the new
policy is that I'm very grateful that
Saint Mary's has taken a first step," said Sister Mary Turgi, a member
of Peacemakers.
"The major difference of opinion
with the Board of Regents' decision
is whether or not the Sullivan Prin-
ciples hold true. One can have quite
a good rating on the Sullivan Prin-
ciples and still be supporting the
present government in South
Africa," she said.
In addition to Saint Mary's in-
vestments, the Sisters of the Holy
Cross also have investments in
companies doing business in South
Africa. They, too, have recently
formulated a policy of divestment.
Sister Francis Bernard, Superior
General of the order, said, "The
Sisters of the Holy Cross, after
study and research of the South
African situation in light of our
own mission and philosophy, are
taking immediate steps to remove
from our investment portfolio
those corporations which have
holdings in South Africa. All Holy
Cross sponsored institutions are
encouraged to take similar action."

The Department of Communications and Theater at St Mary's
presents a ND/SMC Theater production of

choreographed by
Jerome Robbins
Musical Score composed by Leonard Bernstein
Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Book by Arthur Laurents
May 1,2,3, and 15,16,17, at 8:10p.m.
O'Laughlin Auditorium at St. Mary's College
For information call the box Office at 284-4626

Meet:
Notre Dame Football Coach

LOU HOLTZ

at the BLUE & GOLD Pep rally
Friday, april 25, 7:00 pm
Enter Northwest Stadium Gates

* If rain: Main Arena of the ACC 7:00 pm
* Sponsored by the Around the Corner Club and Student Government
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So you thought Spring Break was over! Well not at Tippecanoe Place. We are extending Spring Break with a special offer for students. Bring this ad in for a special price 'Break'.
$1.00 OFF our fabulous Sunday Brunch
Good on the following Sundays:
April 27, & May 4.
620 W. Washington St. - Reservations Required -- 234 - 9077
Night Light

A Tomahawk cruise missile carrying a 1,000-pound conventional warhead explodes over its test target, a refitted aircraft on San Clemente Island, California.

By JIM RILEY
Copy Editor

Grace Hall residents will sprint around campus for 24 hours this weekend in a relay run to raise money for Northeast Neighborhood Services.

The run, in its third year, begins today at noon and will continue until noon tomorrow, according to junior Joe Schweninger, a Grace resident and coordinator of the run.

The 24-hour period is divided into 20-minute shifts, said Schweninger.

Seventy-two Grace residents will run these shifts, with some taking more than one shift and some signing up for split shifts with their roommates, according to Schweninger.

The course itself is a one-mile loop which winds through North, South, and Main Quads, and there will be an additional half-mile loop around the Memorial Library for people with only about five minutes left on their shift, said Schweninger.

"Our goal is for 175 miles, which is feasible if each participant runs a minimum of two miles per shift," he said.

In addition to mileage goals, the Grace residents also have money goals. Last year, the run collected $1,400 in pledges, and they hope to at least match that amount this year, according to Schweninger.

He said a typical pledge of "two cents per mile, if we meet our goal of 175 miles, would come to $3.50. We accept pledges per mile or flat donations."

Pledges and donations will be accepted in the dining halls during lunch today and at the run's Fieldhouse Mall tent during the event, he said.

The proceeds will be forwarded to Northeast Neighborhood Council, Inc., said Schweninger.

This non-profit organization helps those who are needy but are not eligible for help from government programs, that is, "those who have fallen through the cracks," said Arthur Quigley, professor of engineering and president of the council.

The organization runs a nutrition center, does income tax forms, gives food to the poor, helps pay utility bills, repairs houses, runs special programs, and generally does "anything that helps the neighborhood," said Quigley.

The organization, which serves the northeast part of South Bend and a part of Mishawaka, last year operated with funds of $44,000 for about 400 families and employed "only one-half of a staff person," according to Quigley.

Since the organization recently lost its state funding, "we scrape along with what we get from churches and things like the Grace Hall run," Quigley said.

Motives for participation in the run are equally divided between a desire to help charity and a desire to increase hall spirit, said Mike Mara, a Grace resident.

"We're trying to make this a Grace Hall tradition," said Schweninger. "This is the second year the run has been a hall-wide event, having started as a one-section event, he said.

Botha
continued from page 1

eye. Without fear or hatred. "And it will come about. Not because I say so, but because my government and I have the power to make it happen."

Black leaders welcomed abolition of the pass laws, but the government has not indicated it will address their demand for a share of political power. The apartheid race policy has maintained supremacy for South Africa's five million whites and denied rights to the 24 million blacks for generations.

Murphy Morobe, spokesman for the United Democratic Front, said those pursuing the initiative "must remember that these repealed laws have already broken up families, led to the deaths of thousands of blacks and cost untold misery to millions of disenfranchised Africans."
Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

The struggles, the suffering, and the tears of the French people have never looked more beautiful, to make sure the landmarks are in place. Maybe there were 1,000 sacred Heart Churches in the darkness; maybe the engineers, on their way home from the bars, desired the lake as a blank. Before going to bed after walking Darby O’Gill II, I check to see if the Dome is lighted so Our Lady can keep the nightwatch. Some tradition of grace has a home here. A generation of a generation goes; but the Dome goes on forever, so it almost seems.

A century and a half ago, French missionaries showed up here, anxious to be of service to the country they were adopting. They were the spiritual sons and brothers of Basile Moreau, a priest who had grown up in France in the decade after the destructiveness of the French Revolution. Looking around his damaged country, wondering what work the Lord wanted him to do, he was inspired to start schools, to look every morning, to make sure the landmarks survive. I have the habit of making sure the landmarks survive from one day to another. We are a college, not a shrine. Yet the landmarks seem important as signs that God is with us. I feel lucky to be walking in the footsteps of giants, to serve the students who will cast their own long shadows of greatness.

A freshman informs me that the University of Notre Dame is the only school in the country that has an office of religious community. He has the pain and anger in young eyes. I want him to like the place, so I take on questions that try for answers. Yet there are no easy answers, only more difficult questions.

"What do you think of the South African priest fasting on Perrier water?"

"Some of the students are making him a folk hero," I said. "The campus already had Father Hesburgh as a folk hero. He has served us well, I don't believe in witching folk heroes, or horses, in the middle of the stream. Anyway Perrier seems very Yippie. He'd be more charismatic on club soda."

"He's trying to enlighten the trustees about investments in South Africa. He hopes the Holy Ghost will inspire them at their spring meeting," the freshman said.

"He's backing up the wrong tree, the Holy Ghost is needed here. The trouble is, Father Hesburgh and the trustees are not backing apartheid.

"Why is this priest wasting his time on Notre Dame's doorstep when the staggered priests have their clout with divine vocation in their homeland where they're causing the suffering and the pain?"

He said: "You're missing the point."

"The point is: who do you trust?"

I answered. "Father Hesburgh and the trustees are not backing apartheid."

"They mean the University is prepared to deal with the politics of a liberation movement which tests sexual freedom as though it were not a problem to the Christian tradition."

"Sex is a sin until the priest sprinkles it with holy water and then it becomes sacred. Is that the point?"

"Only if you are a Catholic, and not a Hottentot, so far as I know."

"Hottentots don't treat marriage as a sacrament."

"They mean the University is prepared to deal with the politics of a liberation movement."

"I suspect is an incoherent story," I said. "Sex, I suspect it is a different appetite, like eating, it depends on what you do with it. You can feast on the Eucharist, or a blue nose will want to deny the poetry of life's turning points."

I seemed surprised to find me so liberal.

I went on: "A thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

"Until you discover the price you have to pay for it. Where is the poetry in the high school students who know the gun was loaded true? True poetry doesn't leave you with a sour taste in your mouth, if it leaves you feeling cheated. The holiness lies off where the pain begins."

I felt I was sermonizing, and so I lost him.

"What would I know anyway? I am only a priest who fills in for you at 7.

More important than the landmarks at Notre Dame is the love that is passing down from generation to generation. Love is here like the presence of God whom you can only love by continuing the arguments I seem to lose all the time.

Troy Achilles' USC Trojans triumph

USC scored first, USC scored second, USC scored third, USC scored fourth.

SCORING

USC and Notre Dame ended tied 24-24, The 59,075 assistant coaches of Notre Dame Stadium had made sure their team's season collapsed before their eyes.

In the locker room, Coach Kelly was almost stricken dumb. There were few words. He looked around the room, surveying the damage. The team had limped into the room, carrying its wounded.

The trojans hadn't taken any prisoners... at least, not yet.

No one was talking. Players and coaches alike stared blankly at the floor.

Kelly summoned the courage to speak.

"Gentlemen, I don't know where to begin."

"Well, I do!"

A startled team and their head coach turned toward the voice. It was Father Rock.

"May I have permission to speak, Coach?"

"Kelly nodded."

"Look at you, all of you? Look at each other. What do you see?"

No answers.

"Well, boys. I tell you. You see young men from all over the United States in this Union. They're from different backgrounds, different race, even different religion. You share one thing in common at this moment. You are all wearing the golden helmets and the green and white uniforms of the University of Notre Dame.

As different as you are, you all share a common bond. "One seems to forget in the first half."

Rockne had discovered a video recorder earlier that week and had been fascinated. Great coaching device. He recorded a videotape he knew they all had seen.

"Well, my favorite part of that film started at the end. The narrator's voice said these words: "The spirit of Notre Dame is more than yellowed newspaper clippings and flickering newreels. It is kept fresh and vibrant by kids from all over America who come to live their dreams. The spirit is not a fragment of their imagination. It is real... binding forever present to past and present, all those who have felt it."

Hart Collins felt goosebumps quivering on his forearms.

"Father Rock went on."

"Yes, men. All those who have felt it. Men like George Gipp, Frank Leathy, Ara Parseghian, Moose Krause."

He paused. The secret of public speaking success lay in how one mastered silence.

"Now, I'm not going to tell you to win one of these. It's already been done - once by Notre Dame and twice by the Republicans."

The boys laughed.

"I'm not going to dress you in brand-new jerseys or read you telegrams from Coach Kelly's little kids."

"I'm not going to tell you about Notre Dame's three Heisman winners and five Heisman Trophy winners. I'm not going to tell you about football at all. Indeed, I'm going to tell you the story of Notre Dame's greatest comeback... when the spirit of Notre Dame was forged forever."

All in the locker room fixed their gaze on Father Rock.

To be continued...
Teenage love story falls short

DON SEYMOUR

Sometimes writers and directors lose control of a film and allow it to move in the wrong direction. "Lucas" is such a case - a lovely movie marred by the wrong ending. Lucas Bley (Corey Haim from "Firstborn" and "Murphy's Romance") is an exceedingly bright and eccentric 14-year-old in the specter of his school. Everyone knows him because he's advanced in school and everyone picks on him because he is odd.

Lucas, of course, is jealous because he meets and befriends the new girl in town, 16-year-old beauty, Maggie (Kerri Green). Everyone picks on him because he is odd. Sometimes writers and directors lose control of a film and allow it to move in the wrong direction. "Lucas" is such a case - a lovely movie marred by the wrong ending. Lucas Bley (Corey Haim from "Firstborn" and "Murphy's Romance") is an exceedingly bright and eccentric 14-year-old in the specter of his school. Everyone knows him because he's advanced in school and everyone picks on him because he is odd.

Before the start of the fall semester, he meets and befriends the new girl in town, 16-year-old beauty, Maggie (Kerri Green). Everyone picks on him because he is odd. Sometimes writers and directors lose control of a film and allow it to move in the wrong direction. "Lucas" is such a case - a lovely movie marred by the wrong ending. Lucas Bley (Corey Haim from "Firstborn" and "Murphy's Romance") is an exceedingly bright and eccentric 14-year-old in the specter of his school. Everyone knows him because he's advanced in school and everyone picks on him because he is odd.

Lucas Bley (Corey Haim) and Maggie (Kerri Green) portray young lovers in "Lucas," the story of a young man's struggle for identity and accept ance.

For the first 90 minutes, "Lucas" is probably the warmest, most real teenage film of the year. If only Seltzer had thrown out the last 20 pages of script and stayed true to his story, he might have made a memorable film.
**SUER SALE**

*NOTRE DAME ACC*

**WATERBEDS**
- SHEET COMFORTERS
- PILLOWS
- ALL BEDS 50% OFF OR MORE
- waterbeds 

**CAMERAS**
- MINOLTA
- NIKON
- CANON
- MORE

**LENSES BAGS MISC.**
- 50% OFF
- OFF LIST
- TRADE-INS WELCOME

**ATHLETIC SHOES**
- Over 1,000 pairs of shoes
- at $15 and under!
- All 1st Quality Shoes
- from $10

**LEATHER JACKETS**
- Over 1,000 Men's & Women's
- Fashion or Cycle Jackets

**WICKER**
- 3 Piece Pit Group • 789
- TWIN SIZE MATTRESSES
- BOX SPRING $50 per piece
- RECLINERS
- STARTING AT $999

**JEWELRY**
- 14 KI GOLD
- WATCHES
- DIAMONDS
- RUBIES
- PRECIOUS STONES
- RINGS
- PENDANTS
- EARRINGS
- BRIDAL SETS

**CARPET**
- SERVICE OUTLET
- MULTIPLE BRANDS
- STARTING AT 50% OFF
- INSTALLATION, PADDING • MORE

**SOUTHSIDE FURNITURE**
- 10 Piece Pit Group • 789
- TWIN SIZE MATTRESSES
- BOX SPRING $50 per piece
- 3 Piece Set, Loveseat, Chair $399
- 5 Piece All Wood

**APPLIANCES**
- WHIRLPOOL
- GIBSON
- MORE

**CLOTHING SALE**
- MEN'S SUITS
- UP TO 50% OFF
- 1000's OF OTHER SPECIALS
- SUITS
- JEANS
- SLACKS
- TOPS
- SHIRTS

**STEREO**
- DENON
- POLK AUDIO
- JVC
- POLK AUDIO
- JVC
- FISHER
- NAD
- BOSTON ACOUSTICS
- NAKAMICHI
- BANG & OLUFSEN
- MANY MORE

**FURNITURE**
- TRADE-INS WELCOME

**BOB'S FURNITURE & APPLIANCES**
- FREE DELIVERY
- SET-UP & REMOVAL

**LEATHER JACETS**
- Over 1,000 Men's & Women's
- Fashion or Cycle Jackets

**FABRIC**
- SHEET COMFORTERS
- PILLOWS
- ALL BEDS 50% OFF OR MORE

**SHEET COMFORTERS**
- PILLOWS
- ALL BEDS 50% OFF OR MORE

**CLOTHING SALE**
- BEST PRICES IN OUR HISTORY
- FREE DELIVERY
- SET-UP & REMOVAL

**BROIL KING**
- 15% OFF
- GRILLS

**SPECIALS**
- FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISCOUNTS
- FACTORY REPS.
Druids worship stonehenge, spring

Under a bright full moon, a low bass beat echoed in the cold evening on the Notre Dame campus.

Out of the depths of construction-torn LaFortune Student Center they emerged. Nine members strong, the little company dressed in white debris spread the word throughout Notre Dame.

They marched through South Quad first, then traversed the woodland path to North Quad to continue their CALL TO WORSHIP.

They carried torches, candles, a drum, and a sacrificial animal, a large white plastic swan. As the enclave progressed, their numbers swelled. Chants of increasing volume could be heard from the group.

"Worship Stonehenge!" "Spring shall arrive!" "AN TOSTAL!"

It wasn't really a pagan ritual that took place that fateful Tuesday night. This year's An Tostal marks the beginning of the Druid Mass.

Inspired by the Notre Dame War Memorial's resemblance to a certain English structure attributed to the Druids, the Mass was started by the An Tostal Zoo. The unofficial event was publicized by simple white chalk drawings of the fountain with the words "11:00 tonight" placed strategically near the dining halls.

The campus-spanning march, which lasted about half an hour, culminated in a procession down the middle of North Quad to the chants of "An Tostal!" and the beat of the bass drum borrowed from the Notre Dame Marching Band. About a hundred onlookers, attracted by the noise and the chalk drawings, gathered to watch as the Druids circled a small tree in front of the fountain.

"Bring forth the sacrificial animal!" cried the Head Druid. The innocent swan met its "death" at the hands of the blood-crazed Druids, much to the delight of the frenzied masses. Ritual torches, or candles and sparklers were distributed among the congregation, as the Druids invoked the powers of the monument to let spring begin.

At one point during the ceremony, excited brethren began pitching their torches at the sacred stones, and the "keepers" of the monument dressed in Notre Dame Security uniforms, ran to prevent the crowd from disturbing the hallowed monoliths.

Soon thereafter, "Brother Mike (Switek)" of the Student Government Order arrived to deliver a sermon. He said that all Notre Dame and Saint Mary's faithful should join him An Tostal activities, now that the Druids have called forth spring to campus. The Spring ceremony became the first inaugural ceremony in the history of An Tostal. If the moon is right and the powers of Stonehenge will it, next year's festival may see another Druid Mass.
An Tostal Onslaught

Photos by Jim Carroll and Dave Fischer
Leaving the fun aside, today's games will showcase the cream of the Notre Dame basketball crop. The survivors will move on to Stepian Court I for Saturday's final four, and for the championship at 3:00 on Sunday. All eyes will be on the Fun Bunch Finale, in their quest to become the fifth two-time champion in Bookstore Basketball history. Seven other teams, however, feel that they can take the crown. Here is a quick rundown of the teams that have battled through six rounds of action to reach the elite eight.

Fun Bunch Finale - Any doubt that this is the team to beat quickly evaporated in this tournament. The Fun Bunch truly earned their trip to the elite eight, beating tough teams such as Good No Go and Redwings in the early rounds and beating them handily. They remain the most balanced team, as each of the five players has led the team in scoring at least once. Try to play a man-to-man defense against them, and they will go to whomever has a mismatch because with their size, there will always be one. The Fun Bunch plays a tough zone defense that rarely allows a second shot. The front line is composed of Greg Dinges, Tom Rehder and Kelly'smiled broadly, and the crowd roared its approval. That was a winning point, Chris Kitzke senior Government Notre Dame.

When Cavanaugh won the chant at my sophomore year.

We've got a few area teams that always make a lot of believers, as they have dispensed with every foe with relative ease, including a 21-10 drubbing of the highly regarded Underdressed Grace Defenders. In a tournament of great intensity, Leonie's is perhaps the most intense. Mike O'Grady is the big man underneath, and he has led the team in rebounds, while maintain­ing a high shooting percentage on the other end. Bill Sullivan and Gary Stase are two of the best big shooters around them, and both light it up from outside in addition to crashing the boards. At Marin and John Mundo round out the well-balanced squad. Only a lack of big-game experience works against the Stallions, as they haven't faced a serious challenge yet.

Tequila White Lightning - If Leonie's Stallions are tifting for a tough game, they won't have long to wait, as it will probably come from this team. Although lacking in overall height, Tequila exhibits some of the best passing and team work in the tournament. Each player plays a clearly defined role on the team. The catalyst, and leader of this team is sophomore Chris Nassi, who demonstrated his ability in Tequila's hard-fought 21-16 victory over Tofu Chaka Khan. Nassi was all over the court, and he hit a number of clutch jumpers from far outside to seal the victory. Shawn Cullinan anchors the team underneath the basket and excels in the clutch. Mike Scotty, Mike Glynn and Chris Carlson round out the squad. A final sixteen team from last year, Tequila has the experience to give Leonie's a tough battle.

WBBS with Ed Smiercik - A fu­sion of two teams that made the final sixteen last year (WBBS made the final four), this group has compiled the best overall shooting percentage in the tournament. If they're on, they'll certainly give Much More Manhood a run for the money. Ken Schuermann and Kevin Laracey of the Ed Smiercik team and Dan Dressel of WBBS have provided most of the scoring punch. WBBS needed only 36 shots and 25 minutes to get by Four Fags and A Zahnite on Wednesday in a typical sharp-shooting performance. Their speed and trans­mission play will be sharply tested by Manhood, in what should be a very fast-paced game.

The Embarrassing Stains - To the delight of Bookstore fans everywhere, the pairings have pro­duced a classic final eight battle between this team and Leonie's BBQ. Former varsity basketball player Tim Kempton will be matched against Dolan inside, and the Stains will use huge Mike Kelly to counter Antounius and Kovalski. Kevin Smith, Skip Holtz and Mark Muldowney round out a very physical and intimidating squad. The Stains have seemed erratic and unorganized at times, and Kemp­ton has been forced to play a more dominant role than Dolan has needed to. However, they have im­proved with each round, and they scored an impressive victory over a very good Mr. Coffey and the Non-Dairy Creemers team on Wednes­day, 21-18. They'll need to con­tinue their bruising play underneath, and get some scoring punch outside from Holtz and Muldowney to come away with a victory against Lee's.

Leons Go Crazy - Tony Patterson has been organizing and planning for Bookstore teams for four years, and this year's team, the current in­carnation of Let's Go Crazy, is his best ever. The team surprised many with an impressive and relatively easy victory over the Joe Price-led Port-A-Pit. Chris Perozek has played outstanding basketball, leading the team in both scoring and shooting percentage. Carlton West and Brian Koch have provided solid play in close, and Wes Shorter, never afraid to let it fly from outside, has added some key baskets. Tony himself has also played well, sinking two pressure free throws in the game against Port-A-Pit. Although the team had jelled in the last few rounds and has proven that they belong in the elite eight, they will need to play the game of their lives to stay with the Fun Bunch. Look for the Fun Bunch to key on Perozek and open up the running game against this team.

Past winners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>The Home Family</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Hawks and Geese</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>The 31 Club</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Badin Exiles</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Ducks</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Club 31 II</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Club 31 III</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Average White Team</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>TICLS IV</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Average White Team</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Leo's Last</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Average Team</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Chumps Three</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Chumps Too</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Defending Chumps</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Strappamassquon and the</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>combat Wombats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Reclassified 'Nads</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Full House</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Eddie O'Rourke and the</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Macri's preferred Stock</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Travelling Stragglers</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Macri's Deli</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Tequila White Lightning IV</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Revenge of the Fun Bunch</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Rousseau's Noble Savages</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I met this girl, Jill, and we went to the Madison Regatta for the weekend.

Jill Johnson Sophomore Economics/ALPA Notre Dame.

You can't print what happened that weekend!

When Cavanaugh won the chant at my sophomore year.

What was your most memorable An Tostal experience?

My most memorable experience is going to be tomorrow... or maybe tonight.

Water sports with three of the cutest blondes on campus.

Chris Kitzke Sophomore Government Notre Dame.

What was your most memorable An Tostal experience?

When Cavanaugh won the chant at my sophomore year.

My most memorable experience is going to be tomorrow... or maybe tonight.

Water sports with three of the cutest blondes on campus.

Jill Johnson Sophomore Economics/ALPA Notre Dame.

What was your most memorable An Tostal experience?

My most memorable experience is going to be tomorrow... or maybe tonight.

Water sports with three of the cutest blondes on campus.

Chris Kitzke Sophomore Government Notre Dame.

What was your most memorable An Tostal experience?

When Cavanaugh won the chant at my sophomore year.

My most memorable experience is going to be tomorrow... or maybe tonight.

Water sports with three of the cutest blondes on campus.

Jill Johnson Sophomore Economics/ALPA Notre Dame.
continued from page 15

The first-footed Andrisykh, however, con-
tinuously proved a threat, especially when run-
ing the options. Although the 6-1, 180-
pounder has not seemed to find the same
groove through the air that Beuerlein has, he
should be able to make the Blue team effec-
tively. Moving the ball also has not been a
problem for emerging freshman Steve Belles,
their 6-2, 210-pounder who has adjusted
steadily through the air that Beuerlein has, he
tively. Moving the ball also has not been a
pounder has not seemed to find the same
problem for emerging freshman Steve Belles,
Graham, a 6-3, 223-pounder who will experi-
come back from a 1983 knee injury, his
Knees that turn every day into a question
Whitney, Mark Green and Corny Southall will see
most of the action. The speedy ex-flanker
Green (6-4, 183 pounds) is a lean
thoroughbred who likes to run around people
while the solid Southall (6-6, 185 pounds) runs
over them. The third final of the highly
routed rookie cupboard, D'Juan Francisco, will
sit out with the ankle injury that has sidelined
ne of the three.

Fullbacks - When big veteran fullback Frank
Stams went down with a shin fracture in the
first week of practice, junior Perrell Taylor
stepped onto the scene and made an im-
mediate impact with his speed out of the
backfield and solid blocking skills. For the 5-
11, 216-pound Taylor, who is playing
healthy in spring ball for the first time since
coming back from a 1983 knee injury, his
start at fullback means the begin-
ning of a very successful year.
Senior Tom Monahan, a former walk-on who
played only a minor role last year, will have an
extra year of eligibility to come back and shore up the depth chart in;
the backfield. Monahan will start for the
Gold in front of freshman walk-
on Mike Gatti.
Playing behind Taylor on the Blue, mean-
while, will be freshman walk-on Joe Jaruc.

Wide receivers - This just may be the year for
the Irish receiving corps to live up to its
preseason expectations. With the likes of
sprinter Alvin Miller and the dependable
Mink Mahon sidelined last year by injury,
there appears to be no light at the end of
the tunnel for the Notre Dame offensive
express.
This year's victims for the Blue team, then,
are veterans Chuck Lanza, Shawn Haffner,
Tom Cipiti, John Aikin and Byron Spruell.
While three or four of these men could very
well be the starters Sept. 13 against
Michigan, Lanza and Haffner are hurt.
This will mean reserves like Rich Michalak
and Bob Hodge should see plenty of time.
Making things easy for the Gold backfield
will be center Tom McHugh, guards Tom
Freeman and Chuck Killian and tackles Tom
Reith, Dom Prinziavalli, Tony Pantella
and Joe Kelty.

Tim Brown

led by super sophomore Tim Brown, who led
the Irish in catches last season and appears
a solid pre-season all-America candidate. Brown will display his talents for the Gold,
while classmate Reggie "Big Play" Ward will run
patterns for the Blue. After Ward, freshman Ray Dumas will handle the primary
catching balls or running from the wishbone
for the Blue. Freshman ex-quarterback Jim
Sants, meanwhile, will spell Brown for the
Gold.

Offensive Line - The annual Spring Game is
everly a sprint pain for the guys in the
trenches who are knicked and cut up from 20
days of practice. This year will be no dif-
ferent. While most of the key players will
play, many will be hurting with various
ailments that are sure to affect the overall
quality of play.
This year's victims for the Blue team, then,
are veterans Chuck Lanza, Shawn Haffner,
Tom Cipiti, John Aikin and Byron Spruell.
While three or four of these men could very
well be the starters Sept. 13 against
Michigan, Lanza and Haffner are hurt.
This will mean reserves like Rich Michalak
and Bob Hodge should see plenty of time.
Making things easy for the Gold backfield

DEFENSE

Defensive Line - Things should not be as
depressed in the defensive line, where
everyone is healthy with the exception of top
nose tackle Mike Griffin and reserve tackle Steve Bynum. Holtz has emphasized all spr-
ing the importance of an aggressive pass
rush, and this should be a good chance for
fronting the progress in this regard.
Attacking for the Blue will be 6-6, 275-
pound tackle Marty Lippincott, a con-
vinced offensive tackle who has adjusted
nicely, and tackles Wally Klein (6-8, 274
pounds) and Jeff Kinz (6-6, 232 pounds).
Also in the Blue plans are junior Mike Seas-
ly, sophomore Matt Kairis and freshman
Mark Nigra.
Leading the Gold rush will be junior Robert
Banks, who moves up to the trenches after a
pair of successful seasons at linebacker, and
sophomores, Matt Dingens. The 6-4, 244-
pound Banks and the 6-6, 242-pound Dingens will flank nose tackle Tom
Gorman, a 6-6, 285-pound freshman who served as a reserve tight end last season. Freshman
tackle Steve Rody will also be on hand for
the Gold.

Linebackers - Last year the linebackers stole
the show, as two depleted offensive lines
allowed a myriad of tackle opportunities.
While the names may change this time from
Furjanic and Larkin to Kovaleski and
Johnson and freshman Scott Bufton. mean-
while, will be sophomore Mike
Kovaleski as the money men inside
defined role in the defensive
line, where
delayed start at split end for

The Blue team has neither the indefatigable
dotage for the guys in the
desperate in the defensive line, where

Wide receivers - This just may be the year for
the Irish receiving corps to live up to its
preseason expectations. With the likes of
sprinter Alvin Miller and the dependable
Mink Mahon sidelined last year by injury,
there appears to be no light at the end of
the tunnel for the Notre Dame offensive
express.
This year's victims for the Blue team, then,
are veterans Chuck Lanza, Shawn Haffner,
Tom Cipiti, John Aikin and Byron Spruell.
While three or four of these men could very
well be the starters Sept. 13 against
Michigan, Lanza and Haffner are hurt.
This will mean reserves like Rich Michalak
and Bob Hodge should see plenty of time.
Making things easy for the Gold backfield
will be center Tom McHugh, guards Tom
Freeman and Chuck Killian and tackles Tom
Reith, Dom Prinziavalli, Tony Pantella
and Joe Kelty.

Ten elite Irish players lead the Blue-Gold teams in the final rounds of Bookstore Basketball, the emphasis on fun, the true
spirit of the tournament, has not disappeared. Wednesday's game
with Bob Satterfield and walk-on Marc Gleason.
In addition, strong safety Mike Visovatti will be
Bob Welch. Gold coaches Terry Forbes, Pat Cordelli,
Kurt Schottenheimer, Moone Krause and Gene Corrigan are hoping the game goes down
to the wire - then they will have the leg
up on the Purdue defenders back on
downfield from freshman strong safety Mike
Visovatti will be called upon to spell Wells or Bobb.
Waiting in the Blue wings, meanwhile, will be punter Bob Welch.
Gold coaches Terry Forbes, Pat Cordelli,
Kurt Schottenheimer, Moone Krause and Gene Corrigan are hoping the game goes
down to the wire - then they will have the leg
up on the Purdue defenders back on
downfield from freshman strong safety Mike
Visovatti will be called upon to spell Wells or Bobb.
Waiting in the Blue wings, meanwhile, will be punter Bob Welch.
Gold coaches Terry Forbes, Pat Cordelli,
Kurt Schottenheimer, Moone Krause and Gene Corrigan are hoping the game goes
down to the wire - then they will have the leg
up on the Purdue defenders back on
downfield from freshman strong safety Mike
Visovatti will be called upon to spell Wells or Bobb.
Waiting in the Blue wings, meanwhile, will be punter Bob Welch.
Gold coaches Terry Forbes, Pat Cordelli,
Kurt Schottenheimer, Moone Krause and Gene Corrigan are hoping the game goes
down to the wire - then they will have the leg
up on the Purdue defenders back on
downfield from freshman strong safety Mike
Visovatti will be called upon to spell Wells or Bobb.
Waiting in the Blue wings, meanwhile, will be punter Bob Welch.
Gold coaches Terry Forbes, Pat Cordelli,
Kurt Schottenheimer, Moone Krause and Gene Corrigan are hoping the game goes
down to the wire - then they will have the leg
up on the Purdue defenders back on
downfield from freshman strong safety Mike
Visovatti will be called upon to spell Wells or Bobb.
Waiting in the Blue wings, meanwhile, will be punter Bob Welch.
The Blue-Gold football game will be held tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in Notre Dame Stadium. Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s will be admitted on presentation of a current ID card at gates 15 and 16 only. General admission tickets are available to the public at gate 10 of the ACC. The cost for adults is $1.50 (game day) and $1 for youth ($1.50 on game day). - The Observer

The Off-Campus-lacrosse team will hold a practice Tuesday at 6 p.m. on Carter Field. Attendance is mandatory as playoffs are next week. For more information call Tom Grose at 232-6912. - The Observer

The ND soccer team will battle a team of alumni from next team tomorrow at 10 a.m. on Alumni Field. Admission is free. - The Observer

Serene Sunday’s Bookstore basketball action will have complete coverage on WFTV AM-64, beginning at 1 p.m., with the women’s final and the North-South game. Kevin Herbert and Rick Rietbrock will call that action. Rudi Brandi and Sean Pieri will be on the air for the men’s final, starting at 3 p.m. - The Observer

The Observer Notre Dame, office, located on the third floor of Loras’ Student Union, will be open for business Monday through Friday. The Observer’s main office, located on the third floor of Hagar College, will accept drop-offs from 12:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday. Deadline for drop-off is 4 p.m. on Fridays. All classifieds must be prepared, either in person or by mail. Charge is 10 cents per character.

Hey, let’s be careful out there.

Public service announcement by the Notre Dame Task Force to Reduce Driving and Drinking - The Observer
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The people of the United States have long regarded their country as a bastion of liberty and democracy. Through two centuries of extraordinary political freedom and pro-
digious economic prosperity, the values of popular self-government and an economy grounded in free enterprise have become intrinsic to the American consciousness.

Paul Newett

P.O. Box Q

Use of 'Christian card' needed for divestment

Dear Editor,

I would like to thank Professor Donald Kohnmer for his letter of April 21 in The Observer because his comments came as a real reminder to me and, I assume, also to some of my fellow members of the Anti-
Apartheid Network. We are not only away from our national security, the United States must adamantly oppose the presence of any Soviet or Cuban military forces in Central America. The Contadora peace initiative ad-
vanced by Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, and Panama provides the opportunity for a diplomatic solution to the Central American conflicts, but our support of the contra effort thwarts the peace process. Nicaragua can scarcely be blamed for refusing to negotiate with the United States so long as it continues to promote civil war, bloodshed, and political turmoil within its country. Spen-
manship in military aid will neither change the behavior of the Sandinistas nor make it possible to further our national interest.

Patrik M. Aullen Anti-Apartheid Network member

Quote of the day

"If I could walk on water, the headlines would read 'Lou Holtz Can't Swim.'"

-Lou Holtz

Quoted in People Magazine

April 14, 1986
President Reagan right to defend our freedom

Dear Editor:

What has President Reagan's raid against Libya accomplished? We must examine this question carefully. Many major decisions are made in the house of cards that is government. What we did to Libya, for instance, will have repercussions. Does the act, in itself, justify the violence? We have proof that employees of the Libyan embassy in East Berlin were behind the killing of innocent people in a West Berlin nightclub. We also have evidence pointing to Libyan involvement in the Rome and Vienna airport massacres. These attacks are the responsibility of Kadhafi. Almost everyone except this. Is he not, then, guilty of murder? And should he not be punished for it--he, and the nation that supports him? To me, simple justice demands it.

Secondly, will our tactics work? They will only work if we pay attention to the end. Undoubtedly there are things we do not understand about these terrorists. But we do comprehend the language they are using. It is one of state-sponsored terrorism--premeditated, indiscriminate violence against innocent civilians in an attempt to force us, through fear, to accept their conclusions. Will they now understand our use of force? If states that are engaged in terrorism are not forced to pay for their actions, will they not eventually be forced to reconsider? And if terrorists--militants and terrorists--wield these outlaws will it find them any more difficult to operate.

"But violence only leads to more violence" was a common refrain in 1968. In the face of terrorism, the word now is terrorism, and the new terrorists are attempting to strike back. But what did you expect? Did you really think that these realities would waver under irreversibly? We realize that these people believe a cause, no matter how wrong it may be. Thus we must expect counterattacks, and each new reality to be set forth. History teaches us that these with a just cause can prevail. Abraham Lincoln did his cause to death; the daring he met the force of the South with superior force. He did not give up. He, on the other hand, was absolutely sheer. "Gays and Lesbians at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's"--how peculiar, I have never seen that discussion. We, as Homoare indigenous to the Catholic Church, believe that this belief of the Church is rooted in simple ignorance of homosexuality. Halissy disagreed with the student government's proposed constitution which included a non-discriminatory attitude toward homosexuals. The student government... Homophobia is a serious problem at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, and from this fear grows discrimination, a truth that does not trample, frighten and hurt gays. The proposal probably would not be seen as a way to break away from these attitudes and accept homosexuals as they should be. Halissy claims that he represents "HAVE CHOSEN TO SUCCUMB TO THE PRESSURE OF THE REGULAR Viewpoint students to change the Student government to federal bank in order to keep the bank from a legislative body so conceived. Roosevelt who, believing that keeping banks strong, or to reverse this concentration of power in the University. It's alright to be a woman, just don't live a black, just don't live a black lifestyle, or "It's alright to be who you are, just don't live as who you are." Anybody who has ever lived in an environment where they are hurt, frightened and humiliated is ready to put up with the demands and frustrations of political life. But everyone has an opinion. Do us all a favor, yourself included: make your opinion an informed one and make it loud and clear to the rest of us. The nation that supports him? To me simple justice demands it. I can still recall my reaction as I sat at the Catholic Church, believes that the immorality lies in the fact that prostitution, an integral part in heterosexual love is lacking in homosexual love. Does this mean that every individual or married couples choosing not to have their children are immoral? Does the Catholic Church expect homosexuals to repress all feeling of love and attraction, de- SMALL GROUPS. I believe Halissy, as well as many others have chosen to succumb to the uninformed in securities and fears which our society imposes on gays. I would only hope that students will follow the example of their representatives and greet their fellow gay students with understanding and, yes, love.

Bob Bruy, Kennes Hall

Homosexuals repressed in secrecy at ND

Dear Editor:

It's a difficult time for women, just don't live as who you are."

The school year may be winding down, but The Observer's Student Government isn't. We are still looking for your opinions. From student government to federal government, dining halls to divestment, do you have an issue to raise? Find a problem to ponder? Viewpoint will accept letters or columns to the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's community until our last publication date. Send your views and concerns to The Observer, Notre Dame Student Newspaper, IN 46556 (219) 239-5303.

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame in the spring of 1986. The editor-in-chief is The Observer's policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and objectively as possible.Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the majority of the Editorial Board. Letters, columns, essays, and the views and opinions of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus. Through letters, is encouraged.

The Observer
P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219) 239-5303
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Student gained insight as State Senate intern

A notice posted on the bulletin board outside the Governor's Office advertised the availability of internships with the Indiana State Senate during the 1986 General Assembly. Being a passionate political major myself and a resident of Indianapolis, this seemed to be an option worth looking into. No one had a clue what a great deal about it, though the solos at the Administration Building were more than enough to tell me that it would not merit academic credit.

Doug Hasler

on the state

Ultimately, I was invited to join the Senate Minority (Democratic) staff as an intern, one of only four to fill the positions created for the sake of a change of pace, I accepted. I must confess, prior to my internship, I kind of believed what I heard. Now, I really don't think I was to blame. My state government had made no effort to know me. United States Senator Richard Lugar (R-IND) seems to think he knows me, however. I have never met him. He sends me letters all of the time, and I am not even a household name. Only as an intern was I able to meet the woman who represents my district in the State Senate. It was a true homeworker from Indianapolis. I have known her for three months now and she has yet to send me a single letter. Maybe that is because she knows that I am not a Republic.

A good word to describe state government as I saw it in Indiana would be "modest." A legislators' office, here in Indianapolis, is nothing more than a desk and a phone. His job is to putting people who represent the citizens who will, if we have the resolve to follow it, be the right, and he met the force of the people truly exist. As Mark Rabogliatti said in his letter in the April 4 VieWP-Oint, our daily language that we don't realize the sickening reality of this phenomenon. I had now realized theocking reality of this phenomenon. I had not seen any gay people at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's because a gay family here is repressed in secrecy through discrimination or prejudice.

The suffering to which the gay Dorner or Saint Mary's woman is subject because of her sexual orientation is absolutely unbearable. "Gays and Lesbians at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's," an organization tries to support those who are gay and those struggling to come to terms with their sexuality and themselves, is not recognized by the University. The administration claims that the student government exists with the consent of the University. Kind-hearted people, following Huissey's example, by helping their fellow human being, who is hurt, frightened and humiliated, are inconsistent with the University's mission. I hardly believe so. On the contrary, denying gay individuals of the support provided by the University and the nation that supports him? To me simple justice demands it.

Fortunately President Reagan does care. I applaud him for his bold and courageous action. Again, he has shown leadership; only pragmatists or people who are not living their love, will just as loudly show the support of the people who are gay and lesbians.

We have to stand up for our rights, and our desires are not to be swayed by more vague moral accusations. We have to fight for our rights, and our desires are not to be swayed by more vague moral accusations.

I believe that the philosophy, "It's alright to be who you are, just don't live as who you are." Homophobia is a serious problem at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, and from this fear grows discrimination, a truth that does not trample, frighten and hurt gays. The proposals for the sake of a change of pace, I accepted. I must confess, prior to my internship, I kind of believed what I heard. Now, I really don't think I was to blame. My state government had made no effort to know me. United States Senator Richard Lugar (R-IND) seems to think he knows me, however. I have never met him. He sends me letters all of the time, and I am not even a household name. Only as an intern was I able to meet the woman who represents my district in the State Senate. It was a true homeworker from Indianapolis. I have known her for three months now and she has yet to send me a single letter. Maybe that is because she knows that I am not a Republican.

A good word to describe state government as I saw it in Indiana would be "modest." A legislators' office, here in Indianapolis, is nothing more than a desk and a phone. His job is to putting people who represent the citizens who will, if we have the resolve to follow it, be the right, and he met the force of the people truly exist. As Mark Rabogliatti said in his letter in the April 4 VieWP-Oint, our daily language that we don't realize the sickening reality of this phenomenon. I had now realized theocking reality of this phenomenon. I had not seen any gay people at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's because a gay family here is repressed in secrecy through discrimination or prejudice.

The suffering to which the gay Dorner or Saint Mary's woman is subject because of her sexual orientation is absolutely unbearable. "Gays and Lesbians at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's," an organization tries to support those who are gay and those struggling to come to terms with their sexuality and themselves, is not recognized by the University. The administration claims that the student government exists with the consent of the University. Kind-hearted people, following Huissey's example, by helping their fellow human being, who is hurt, frightened and humiliated, are inconsistent with the University's mission. I hardly believe so. On the contrary, denying gay individuals of the support provided by the University and the nation that supports him? To me simple justice demands it.

Fortunately President Reagan does care. I applaud him for his bold and courageous action. Again, he has shown leadership; only pragmatists or people who are not living their love, will just as loudly show the support of the people who are gay and lesbians.

We have to stand up for our rights, and our desires are not to be swayed by more vague moral accusations. We have to fight for our rights, and our desires are not to be swayed by more vague moral accusations.

I believe that the philosophy, "It's alright to be who you are, just don't live as who you are." Homophobia is a serious problem at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, and from this fear grows discrimination, a truth that does not trample, frighten and hurt gays. The proposals for
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Julius Erving of the Philadelphia 76ers slams one home in front of Manute Bol of the Washington Bullets in an earlier playoff game. The Bullets came out on top last night, 116-111, to tie their NBA first-round playoff series with the Sixers at two games apiece. Details are at right.

Women

continued from page 16 semifinals to Lewis Hall’s eventual championship team. Laura Gleason, who scored eight points in The Almosts’ victory over The Pacers Wednesday, explained what The Almosts must do to pull out a victory.

“It’s going to be a tough game,” she said. “We just can’t give them any second shots. We’ll be playing a tight zone.”

The Almosts dominated the boards against The Pacers, with 5-9 Gleason, and 5-10 Patty and Mary Ellen Mileski each pulling down double figures. The Almosts have a height advantage but Revenge, led by aggressive Regi Richter and former varsity guard Denise Basford, probably edge out The Almosts in the strength department.

“We really don’t know what’s going to happen,” Richter said. “We’re out there to win, or else we wouldn’t be here, but it’s hard being seeded (the highest remaining seed, after Shooting Back forfeited). It puts a lot of pressure on us. We’ve all played against The Almosts in the past, so we know its going to be tough.”

Kara England and Marlu Almeida both played on last year’s near-miss at the title, while Colleen Donnelly is a veteran interhall player. The Almosts’ captain Claire Welsh runs the offense, while Laura Hellert plays in the off-guard position. A strong 2-3 zone defense with the towers of Gleason and the two Mileskis will try to shut down Richter’s scoring potential.

Bullets down Sixers, even series 2-2

Associated Press

LANDOVER, Md. - Reserve Dudley Bradley set up the go-ahead basket by Jeff Malone with 43 seconds remaining and then added a free throw with 22 seconds left to give the Washington Bullets a 116-111 victory over the Philadelphia 76ers last night, tying their NBA playoff series at 2-2. The deciding game of the best-of-five series will be played at Philadelphia on Sunday night.

The 76ers, who rallied to win the last two games, overcame a nine-point deficit in the fourth quarter and took a 111-109 lead with 1:31 remaining.

But after a blocked shot by Cliff Robinson, Jeff Ruland scored to make it 111-111. Ruland missed his ensuing foul shot, but Bradley grabbed the rebound and threw the ball off the shins of Charles Barkley. Washington retained possession out of bounds and Malone converted the tie-breaking basket.

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
Debbie the sun goddess from Tampa!

The Notre Dame Department of Communication and Theatre presents:

A contemporary adaptation of the ancient popular devotion "The Stations of the Cross" exploring the fourteen "stations" along Christ's path to his resurrection.

The Way of the Cross

According to the Gospel of Mark

Adaptation and Lyrics by Georgia Weber Bain and Reginald F. Bain, Sr.
Music by Reginald F. Bain, Jr.
Washington Hall 8:10 PM April 17, 18, 19 and 24, 25, 26
General Admission $4
Group rates available Call (219) 239-3957

50'S AND 60'S BAND
'CHANTILLY LACE' appearing at
GIIPPERS
Friday and Saturday
April 25 and 26
9:30 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.
20 oz. Mug of Beer $1.25
60 oz. Pitcher $3.25

© 1986 Churchill Downs Incorporated

P 515 OXIEWAY NORTH
SOUTH BEND

SOUTH BEND
INO
219-272 6600

CHURCHILL DOWNS INC.

GATE 6
PARKING

Sobering Advice can save a life
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Ron Guidry, shown here hurling in earlier-season action, pitched the New York Yankees to a 2-1 win over the Cleveland Indians last night in Yankee Stadium. The win boosted New York’s record to 11-4. Details of this and other major league games are below.

**Notre Dame Avenue Apartments**

**NOW RENTING FOR FALL**

Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.

On site management & maintenance, all deluxe features

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

(offers for deals for Summer Session)

Office at 820 ND Ave
254-6647/226-5716
Call Anytime

**DEAN’S RUN**

Twice around the Lakes (7km)

Sunday, April 27 at Noon

Register in 229 Nieuwland

**College of Science**

**Error helps Yanks defeat Tribe, 2-1**

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Bobby Meacham scored the tie-breaking run on a two-out error by Cleveland first baseman Pat Tabler in the fifth inning and the New York Yankees beat the Indians 2-1 last night, giving them an 11-4 start for the first time in 28 years.

Ron Guidry, 3-0, scattered 10 hits, all singles, and stolen bases by Rickey Henderson and Meacham set up both runs for the Yankees. Guidry did not walk a batter and struck out four to move into second place on the Yankees’ all-time list with 1,529, three more than Red Ruffing. Whitey Ford is the leader with 1,956.

The Yankees managed only five singles off Neil Heaton, 0-1, and reliever Ernie Camacho.

**Mets, Cards 4-3**

ST. LOUIS - George Foster singled home Wally Backman from second base with two outs in the 10th inning last night, and the New York Mets extended their winning streak to six games with a 3-4 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals.

The defeat marked the first time the Cardinals had lost a regular-season game in which they led into the ninth inning since the final contest of 1984, a span of 90 such games.

The Mets trailed 4-2 entering the ninth, but tied it on Howard Johnson’s two-run homer with one out off Todd Worrell, 0-1.

Wally Backman led off the New York 10th with a walk and then stole second. Worrell retired Keith Hernandez and Gary Carter, and intentionally walked Darryl Strawberry. Foster then lined his game-winning single to left.

Roger McDowell, the fifth New York pitcher, worked the final two innings and raised his record to 2-0.

**Dodgers, Braves 3-2**

LOS ANGELES - Mike Marshall and Greg Brock hit solo homers and Mariano Duncan ended a 2-2 tie in the 21st with a two-run double last night to lead the Los Angeles Dodgers to a 6-3 victory over the Atlanta Braves.
Belles at 12-11 after splitting Manchester twinbill

By GLORIA ELEUTERI
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's softball team raised its record to 12-11 by splitting a twinbill against Manchester Tuesday. In the first game the Belles defeated Manchester 10-3. They dropped the second game, 8-6.

In the first game, the second inning saw runs scored by Katie Boldt, Lorri White and Marge Reynolds, who walked, singled and doubled, respectively. Cathy Logsdon knocked in Reynolds with a single. Cathy Logsdon was the winning pitcher for the Belles.

In the third, Kris Pantelleria singled, stole second and scored on a passed ball.

In the sixth, the Belles scored six runs. Reynolds and Logsdon singled and Trish Tierney got on to load the bases. Pantelleria's walk forced home Reynolds, and Amy Cuti singled to drive in Logsdon and Tierney. Janine Adamo walked to fill the bases for Mary Malina. Malina hit a base-clearing double to close out the scoring for the Belles.

Reynolds was 3-for-4 with two RBIs in the first game. White went 2-for-3, and Malina added three RBIs. Cathy Logsdon was the winning pitcher for the Belles.

In the nightcap, the Belles got off to an early lead in the first inning when Cuti walked, stole second, and scored on an Adamo single. Adamo scored on a single by Malina.

Two more runs were added in the third as Pantelleria singled, stole second and third, and scored on a passed ball. Next, Malina, Boldt, Reynolds and White all walked. Malina scored on a passed ball but Boldt and White were left on base.

Manchester bounced back in the bottom of the third to score four runs. In the fourth, Manchester capitalized on three Saint Mary's errors, scoring three more runs to take a 7-3 lead.

In the sixth, the Belles were only able to score one run. Laura Danch walked and moved to second on a sacrifice by Tierney. Pantelleria added another hit to drive in Danch. Pantelleria stole three bases, had two RBIs and batted 3-for-4 in the second game.

We are getting the hits. Now the defense must support the offense and not compound the errors," said Head Coach Scott Beisel.

"Right now we are going to have to learn through games because there is not enough time between games to work on the defense. Most errors are routine plays so I think we just need to concentrate more." With districts coming up next week, the Belles are looking to defeat their next opponents. That game will be against Aquinas College on Friday in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"Any player's goals would be to get to the NCAA's individually and as a team," says Colligan. "I've been lucky to experience both during my college career."

Currently, the women's tennis team stands 15-4 on the season. Colligan has paced the Irish with an identical 15-4 singles slate and 15-4 doubles mark with partner Izy O'Brien. This weekend the Irish find themselves on the road once again, as they travel to Southern Illinois to take on SIU-Edwardsville and St. Louis University.

Colligan continued from page 16

has qualified in doubles play during those visits too. But for Colligan it always remains a special experience.
**Today**
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**Bloom County**

**Berke Breathed**

**Kevin Walsh**

**The Far Side** by Gary Larson

---

**ACROSS**

1. Blunder
2. Irishman
3. Thickens
4. Old Peruvian
6. Detect
7. Ogle
8. "— Dimos"a
9. Noted process
10. Vivid
11. Stag or
debutante's dance
12. Denote
13. Vex.
15. Symbol
16. "— " Be all you...
17. Novel
18. Architectural curve
19. Of grand-
parents
20. Suspects
21. Noted princess
22. Noted princess
23. Heb. vestment
24. Bore
25. Slowly
26. Name in DIAMOND
27. Coated a bow
31. Near grads
32. Polar sight
33. Proximal
34. Bore
35. Impudent
youth
36. Counterstroke
37. Deception
38. Impudent
youth
39. Novel
40. "Be all you..."
41. "— " Be all you...
42. "— " Be all you...
43. "— " Be all you...
44. "— " Be all you...
45. "— " Be all you...
46. "— " Be all you...
47. "— " Be all you...
48. "— " Be all you...
49. "— " Be all you...
50. "— " Be all you...
51. "— " Be all you...
52. "— " Be all you...
53. "— " Be all you...
54. "— " Be all you...
55. "— " Be all you...
56. "— " Be all you...
57. "— " Be all you...
58. "— " Be all you...
59. "— " Be all you...
60. "— " Be all you...
61. "— " Be all you...
62. "— " Be all you...
63. "— " Be all you...
64. "— " Be all you...
65. "— " Be all you...
66. "— " Be all you...
67. "— " Be all you...
68. "— " Be all you...
69. "— " Be all you...
70. "— " Be all you...
71. "— " Be all you...
72. "— " Be all you...
73. "— " Be all you...
74. "— " Be all you...
75. "— " Be all you...
76. "— " Be all you...
77. "— " Be all you...
78. "— " Be all you...
79. "— " Be all you...
80. "— " Be all you...
81. "— " Be all you...
82. "— " Be all you...
83. "— " Be all you...
84. "— " Be all you...
85. "— " Be all you...
86. "— " Be all you...
87. "— " Be all you...
88. "— " Be all you...
89. "— " Be all you...
90. "— " Be all you...
91. "— " Be all you...
92. "— " Be all you...
93. "— " Be all you...
94. "— " Be all you...
95. "— " Be all you...
96. "— " Be all you...
97. "— " Be all you...
98. "— " Be all you...
99. "— " Be all you...
100. "— " Be all you...

**DOWN**

1. Plate
2. Lollapaloozas
3. Indian or
Arctic
4. Cultivated
5. Celery
6. Small case
7. Spear
8. Gentle
9. Treatment
10. Letters
11. Harvesting
12. Bloody
13. Mince
14. N.C. city
15. Oleanders
16. Noisy
17. Middle
case
18. Small
19. Gentle
20. Letter
21. Appear
22. Worthless
23. Chaplain
24. Executive
25. Slag
26. Streamer
27. Deride
28. Diamond
29. Where the
suffit is
30. Nuncupative
31. Cicatrix
32. Shanker
33. Cookie
34. Passing grade
35. Prickly weed
36. Arrest
37. Skips lightly
38. Analysis
39. Noted princess
40. Amerind
41. Appear
42. School
43. Appear
44. Appear
45. Appear
46. Appear
47. Appear
48. Appear
49. Appear
50. Appear
51. Appear
52. Appear
53. Appear
54. Appear
55. Appear
56. Appear
57. Appear
58. Appear
59. Appear
60. Appear
61. Appear
62. Appear
63. Appear
64. Appear
65. Appear
66. Appear
67. Appear
68. Appear
69. Appear
70. Appear
71. Appear
72. Appear
73. Appear
74. Appear
75. Appear
76. Appear
77. Appear
78. Appear
79. Appear
80. Appear
81. Appear
82. Appear
83. Appear
84. Appear
85. Appear
86. Appear
87. Appear
88. Appear
89. Appear
90. Appear
91. Appear
92. Appear
93. Appear
94. Appear
95. Appear
96. Appear
97. Appear
98. Appear
99. Appear
100. Appear

---

**The Daily Crossword**

**Doonesbury** by Garry Trudeau

---

**The Student Activities Board presents:**

**COCONUT**
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SOPHOMORE LITERARY FESTIVAL

Applications are available at the SAB office, 2nd floor LaFortune until April 25th.
Final four in Women's Bookstore square off today on Stepan Courts

By KATHLEEN MCKERNAN
Sports Writer

The final four. After a week of tournament action that began last Friday with 62 teams, only the top four remain in Women's Bookstore Basketball. At 5 p.m. today on the Stepan Courts, Double Deckers and cookie plays We Weren't Cheerleaders in High School, and The Almosts take on Revenge of the Quixotic Quint in the semifinal round of competition.

The surviving pair square off at 1 p.m. in a battle for the coveted Women's Bookstore Basketball crown.

Neither team in the Double Decker Oreo Cookie-We Weren't Cheerleaders in High School entered the tournament among the top four seeds. Both teams, however, revealed a potential to advance and competitive nature with definitive blowouts of weaker teams. Oreo Cookie embarrassed 5 People Qualify to Talk About Sex and We Don't Know What to Call Ourselves by a combined score of 36-1. In the next two games, Cookie softened its dominating techniques against more talented Hearnsians Better Half and Violent Femmes II squads.

We Weren't Cheerleaders had a distinct height advantage over 5-3 And, who were concentrating on practicing for the women's slam dunk competition, in the first round, winning 21-1. The Cheerleaders also had a stroke of luck on their road to Stepan, with first-seeded, Shooting Back forfeiting in the second round. Games against Slammers and Negligence established the Cheerleaders talent, as they defeated the talented and experienced law school team in the quarterfinals.

Both Oreo Cookie and We Weren't Cheerleaders recognize today's challenge. Oreo Cookie, infamous for its aggressive play and talented athletes, will have the opportunity to test its skills against the strong defense of We Weren't's Cheerleaders. Zanette Bennett, the Cookie's low post, revealed the game plan for Oreo Cookie.

"I think we're just going to play them as we've been playing," Bennett said. "We've heard about the Cheerleaders. They have a strong post down low (in Kathleen McDavid) and a good point guard (Laura Gilley)."

Oreo Cookie also has two good point guards in former varsity player Lisa Brown and volleyball player Rochelle Holder, who has averaged five points in three tourney games. We Weren't's Cheerleaders, with hired specialist Lauren Romeo, appear to have the ability of the Cookie.

"It should be a good game," McDavid said. "We're really looking forward to the competition." Ann Carson and Bennett, at the post positions, take care of the rebounding for Cookie, while Holder has the scoring attack.

Cookie furls its roster with freshman Bren-Phillips star Carolyn Burke. In the other game, Revenge of the Quixotic Quint, who lost last year in the semifinals, plays The Almosts, Walsh's interhall team which lost in the intersection.

By TRISH SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

Mary Colligan had a chance to go to Washington, D.C. this semester but decided not to. Instead, she chose to stay and finish out her senior year on campus and on the courts. The number-two singles player for the Notre Dame women's team knew that the squad may not make the nationals, but she still wanted to be a part of it all.

"Realistically, the team knew we had a shot at the nationals. I was just excited to be there. I thought I'd be safe up there."

That year, she faced future Irish teammate, Greta Roemer. Ever since, Colligan knew she would concentrate on her tennis game. "You have to start very young with tennis," says Colligan. "It takes a lot of hard work and practice to improve even a little. After my initial lessons at the park, I had a private coach and then started going to tournaments. So that's when my family and I realized tennis was going to be my main sport."

Coming to Notre Dame was simply a matter of following in the family footsteps for Colligan, although her family would have supported her in any choice. Her father and two brothers are graduates of the University and her sister currently attends.

She arrived to campus at a crucial time for the women's tennis team, however. During the spring season, number-one singles player and state champion, Colligan was called on to fill in at that number-one slot. She answered the call with flying colors, even qualifying for the NCAA singles tourney that year.

"It's difficult to play at number-one as is, let alone when you're a freshman," explains Colligan. "But it was a good learning experience. I've improved every year since. In addition, she participated in the tournament every year since. In addition, she

see WOMEN, page 12

Women's tennis standout Colligan has no regrets

By MARTY BURNS
AND MARTY STRASEN
Associated Sports Editors

It all begins tomorrow for new Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz.

The waves of enthusiasm that began as a ripple in November and built up all throughout 6 a.m. winter workouts and reached its peak after 19 spring practices, is now ready to crash down on 1:30 p.m. in Notre Dame Stadium with the playing of the 56th annual Blue-Gold Spring Classic.

With the crashing of that wave may come the shattering of the all-time attendance record of 35,675 established in the 1981 spring game, the first ever for Gerry Faust.

By KATHLEEN MCKERNAN
Sports Writer

Lou Holtz makes a point to quarterback Steve Beuerlein

It's important after a long, hard spring to end it all on a fun note and give the players a chance to compete," said Holtz. "It won't be any big show for the fans, and people who are expecting to see great execution will be disappointed. But it should be fun to watch.

It just might be fun to watch for Holtz, who will take a seat in the press box, and for veteran fans, who have endured years of lopsided victories by the talent-stocked blue team. This time, teams were actually drafted evenly by coaches, a fact which should translate into a closer game than the

see AN TOSTAL INSERT, page 4